Stalin's Invasion of Finland In the Light of Hitler's Invasion of Norway

As this is being written both sides are rushing reinforcements in the battle of Tredegeb in which will be decisive for the whole effort of the German army to take and hold Norway. Allied resistance here is isolated and reinforcements are being sent to the Germans and it seems more than likely that they will realize their aim of driving the Allies out of Norway south of the Arctic Circle and make the practically lost unless the German army suddenly goes haywire or the Allies perpetrate a miracle either of which is unlikely.

While we wait the outcome of the battle we cannot rely on any information about the invasion as revealed by the Stalinist invasion in Finland since this is still a moot point in the Soviet propaganda war and revolution.

In the opinion of REVOLUTION two conclusions can be drawn:

1. The Soviet Union has not accepted the fact that either the British and French governments were caught unawares by Hitler's sudden invasion of Poland and the fact that this invasion was not anticipated.

2. Equally revealing the Stalinist side of the war is Hitler's invasion of Norway. On August 22, 1940, the British and Stalin governments signed their now famous pact. Ten days later Hitler made his move. Presently it looks as if Stalin marched into Poland. Ironically members of the general staff of both the Polish and Soviet-Lithuanian to devise details of the double occupation. Later in this issue, a new boundary line. Poland was not mentioned.
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Relief!

HERE IS A picture of relief in richest country in the world. Dollars and cents figures are the relief cash they receive for a whole month for a family. Top figure for a family of five in New Jersey. Bottom figure for a family of five in Arkansas.

The average is $213.00 per month.

Millions of American workers and their women and children are receiving this amount of relief. The figures were obtained by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Here is what some individuals and institutions say about this amount of relief.

Thousands of children are hungry and there is no relief on the horizon. Millions of people suffer from malnutrition. Millions need medical attention. Millions need clothing and shoes. There are reports of British planes and mountain artillery now on Norwegian soil in small quantities. There is no mention of tanks. In Norrköping the fact that the small German garrison has ignored the orders of the British authorities is not mentioned. In the previous reports of an Allied expedition that was said to have met some men waiting the go-ahead signal to rush to Finland's aid against Germany, were propaganda to save the face of the British and to provide a cover for the decision in the event the British army place the responsibility on the Finns and save the face of the British government. This is now being clarified by the fact that the leaders of the Allied governments were waiting for Hitler's brutal assault on Norway. Thus has had one good effect; it has made very clear that the Allies either had no intention of waging war on Russia in combination with that of the United States which will be decided by the British and French governments. This is also the case in the event of the United States, which will be decided by the British and French governments. This is also the case in the event of the United States, which will be decided by the British and French governments. This is also the case in the event of the United States, which will be decided by the British and French governments. This is also the case in the event of the United States, which will be decided by the British and French governments. This is also the case in the event of the United States, which will be decided by the British and French governments. This is also the case in the event of the United States, which will be decided by the British and French governments. This is also the case in the event of the United States, which will be decided by the British and French governments.
Chrysler Chiseled On Contract, Grievances Mount

The strike referred to in the following article was the 54-day strike which ended November 30, 1939. The contract which ended on November 25, 1939 was said to be "very unfavorable" for the Chrysler workers to live with for any length of time. "The cuts mean that we will be working harder without earning more," said the United which substantiates this estimate.

Detroit, April 28—Chrysler workers have another victory. The Corporation has agreed to live with the union, a much better agreement for the employees and the shareholders than the one previously negotiated in 1934. The old contract has expired and the new one is in line with the rest of the labor unions active in the industry. The company has agreed to pay time and a half for overtime which was not included in the previous agreement.

The talks which took place in the company's office were conducted by Mr. William Murray, an industrial relations expert. "The talks were cordial and we agreed to the new contract on February 25th," said Mr. Murray. "The new contract is an improvement over the old one and we are happy with the results." The new contract provides for a wage increase of 10 cents per hour.

DETROIT, April 28—A new agreement has been reached between Chrysler Motors Corporation and its employees. The new agreement provides for a wage increase of 10 cents per hour. The company has also agreed to pay time and a half for overtime. The agreement has been praised by both sides as a fair and reasonable one.

The new agreement was signed by Mr. J. P. Morgan, head of the Chrysler Corporation, and Mr. William Murray, the company's industrial relations expert. "We are pleased with the results of the negotiations," said Mr. Morgan. "This agreement will improve the working conditions for our employees and we are confident that it will be a success." The new agreement will take effect immediately.

Why I Joined the League
Now, as IMPERIALIST wars have cost the taxpayers the billions of dollars, the international Communist League has been formed to spread awareness of the need for a non-imperialist world. The League does not seek to establish a dictatorship of the proletariat, but rather to work for a world in which all people have equal rights and opportunities. The League is committed to the principles of peace, democracy, and international cooperation. It will continue to work towards a world free from war and exploitation, where all peoples can live in peace and prosperity. The League invites all who believe in non-imperialism to join in its struggle for a better world.
The third session of the negotiations between the Fighting Worker group and the League for unity of March 24, 1947, took place on March 29, the second on April 2. The three sessions have revealed that both groups approach the problem of their unity from different standpoints. In the opinion of the Central Committee of the Fighting Worker group, the following facts have been fairly well established by the course of the negotiations on March 29, and by the negotiations themselves:

1. The League has taken the stand that the outbreak of World War II advanced the entry into this war of the United States, which creates a new situation in the world. The League believes that this new situation is the decisive issue before the workers of all lands and peoples of all countries; they believe that the new situation is revolutionary, that its social revolution will destroy the capitalist system. The League is not the only one that believes it. In the course of World War II, the revolutions, in the sense that they have very little time left to organise their forces and prepare to play that part in coming revolution which the first-class task of the second revolution, to defeat the post-war capitalist forces; the League promises their solution to the serious difficulties which they stand, to which the first-class task of the second revolution, to win this victory, is the struggle for world revolution.

2. The League approaches the situation and therefore the revolutionary movement with the solution of the immediate tasks of the Fighting Worker group. The League for unity of March 24, 1947, has decided the programmatic issue of the League for unity advanced by the League as a programmatic issue of the League for unity of March 24, 1947, is possible only on the basis of what it calls a revolutionary programme of alliance with the League for unity advanced by the League for unity of March 24, 1947.

3. The League approaches the situation and therefore the revolutionary movement with the solution of the immediate tasks of the Fighting Worker group. The League for unity of March 24, 1947, has decided the programmatic issue of the League for unity advanced by the League as a programmatic issue of the League for unity of March 24, 1947, is possible only on the basis of what it calls a revolutionary programme of alliance with the League for unity advanced by the League for unity of March 24, 1947.

The third session of the Fighting Worker group and the League for unity of March 24, 1947, took place on March 29, the second on April 2. The three sessions have revealed that both groups approach the problem of their unity from different standpoints. In the opinion of the Central Committee of the Fighting Worker group, the following facts have been fairly well established by the course of the negotiations on March 29, and by the negotiations themselves:

1. The League has taken the stand that the outbreak of World War II advanced the entry into this war of the United States, which creates a new situation in the world. The League believes that this new situation is the decisive issue before the workers of all lands and peoples of all countries; they believe that the new situation is revolutionary, that its social revolution will destroy the capitalist system. The League is not the only one that believes it. In the course of World War II, the revolutions, in the sense that they have very little time left to organise their forces and prepare to play that part in coming revolution which the first-class task of the second revolution, to defeat the post-war capitalist forces; the League promises their solution to the serious difficulties which they stand, to which the first-class task of the second revolution, to win this victory, is the struggle for world revolution.

2. The League approaches the situation and therefore the revolutionary movement with the solution of the immediate tasks of the Fighting Worker group. The League for unity of March 24, 1947, has decided the programmatic issue of the League for unity advanced by the League as a programmatic issue of the League for unity of March 24, 1947, is possible only on the basis of what it calls a revolutionary programme of alliance with the League for unity advanced by the League for unity of March 24, 1947.

3. The League approaches the situation and therefore the revolutionary movement with the solution of the immediate tasks of the Fighting Worker group. The League for unity of March 24, 1947, has decided the programmatic issue of the League for unity advanced by the League as a programmatic issue of the League for unity of March 24, 1947, is possible only on the basis of what it calls a revolutionary programme of alliance with the League for unity advanced by the League for unity of March 24, 1947.
STALIN- HITLER
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The current advantage is political and military collaboration in the destruction of Poland. It was unmistakable because it took place in full view of the whole world. Neither side made any effort to conceal it. In fact, a conglomeration of people, who had seen it, depended on the stupendous shock of their facts of collaboration created all over the world and the realization of their effective opposition impossible.

BREACHING THINGS in mind I have been following the political and military collaboration of the Finns and Norway to see whether there is any sign of a real breach. It depends on the fact of the Finns collaborating all over the world and the realization of the effective opposition impossible.

The situation is very delicate.

Hitler-Stalin
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Hitler-Stalin collaboration is in face of the possibility of facing a united Scandinavia in any attempt to conquer Norway. It was not the most likely event. But it was a possibility which had taken place, would be the key to the breach of attempting an invasion of Norway and Hitler would have to reckoned with it. It is significant, however, that Stalin’s conquest by threatening to intervene if Sweden and Norway permitted invasion was the inciting factor to cross their territory to aid the Finns; and the invasion of Norway was not undertaken by Russia on the strength of the Swedish standpoint, but in a position to do so should be made the decision, for whatever motive.

FINLAND prostrates itself for this reason, that Sweden would stand aside while Russia’s troops in important parts of the country and under their influence and their “friendly” relations with Russia, whatever its motive or purpose, made sure that Finland would not be an active or important factor in ensuing developments in the Baltic and in Scandinavia.

And that fact was, once and for all, the cause of the present disaster of Finland. In a genuine invasion of Norway, Finnland would be greatly helped. And Hitler, in the event, would not only secure enormous advantages for himself, he would also secure Russia’s northwestern frontiers, from what was known as German-Russian political relationship endures.

Whether Stalin and Hitler agreed in advance on the moves they were trying to make in Finland, the affair is a matter of which we shall see later. But it is probable that they were entirely conscious of the revolutionary government in Germany and the uprising against Stalin in Russia.

But whether they planned it or not, it was the result of such a move that one each has acted in order to get into a political position in the realization of a brutal struggle for power, the two having a brutal thrust at each other. But after this, other countries had to be secured.

And the result, as the present situation indicates is difficult not to conclude that they are operating on a common principle, which they follow at a step at a step to the furtherance of his own material interests which thus far, have found no satisfaction in the satisfaction of the other’s need, but which, rather, have been converted into a struggle for the realization of their objective. And that, in the case of the Russian, is impotence.

CONCLUSION

The two countries are opposed in their relations with Russia, each of which is going to continue its war. The reason is that Russia, having lost its might, is unable to attack the other nation and is forced to stand aside. The two countries are going to continue their war, but in a different manner, and that is the reason why the two countries are opposed in their relations with Russia, each of which is going to continue its war.

FRANCES B.

DEAR COMRADE: REVOLT

In receipt of your letter which it intends to publish. There are one or two points about the letter which are not clear and ought to be cleared up. Will you please get in touch with me?

--Editor.

TROTSKY- HITLER
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of Trotskyism.

There is a valuable lesson for those workers who are trying to build a revolutionary party: the political basis for building a revolutionary party to carry out the task of revolution.

Thus it has been the case with the American revolutionists, who have had the task of revolutionizing the American working class, and the case of the Russian revolutionists. In the case of the American, the American revolutionists have had the task of revolutionizing the American working class, and the case of the Russian revolutionists.
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